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Abstract 
In this paper we consider an implicit approximation scheme for the heat equation with 
a nonlinear term and an additive space-time white noise. Assuming that the nonlinear drift is 
measurable and verifies a one-sided linear growth condition we show that the approximation 
scheme converges to the unique solution in probability, uniformly in space and time. 
Keywords: Stochastic partial differential equations; Space-time white noise; Implicit approxi- 
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1. Introduction 
Let us consider the quasi-linear equation 
~u(t,x) 02u =-~x2( t ,x )+f ( t ,x ,u ( t ,x ) ) ,  x~[0 ,1] ,  t~[0 ,1 ] ,  
with Dirichlet boundary condition 
u(t,O) = u(t, 1) = O, t ~ [0, 1-], 
and with initial condition 
u(O,x) = Uo(X), x E [0, 1], 
where Uo is a continuous function on [0, 1] vanishing at 0 and 1, and f is a Borel 
function mapping [0, 1] 2 × R into 0~. We refer to this problem as Eq(uo; f ) .  
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An implicit scheme for Eq(uo;f )  can be defined as follows: 
un(tn+ 1, X) n . 1 . . =I .u  ( t i , x )+- I . f ( t i , x ,u" ( t i , x ) ) ,  O<~i<<.n-1 ,  
n 
for t~' = i/n, i = O, 1 . . . . .  n, where I. := (I - (1/n)A) -1 for n >/1, and A := OZ/Ox 2. For 
t ~ (t~', t~'+ 1) we define u" by polygonal approximation 
un(t,x) . n = u (t l ,x) + n( t -  tT)(u"(t~+,,x) " " u ( t i ,x ) ) .  
If f (t, x, r) is Lipschitz continuous in r uniformly with respect o (t, x) and I f(t ,  x, O)l 
is bounded then it is well-known that u" converges to the unique mild solution u of the 
above problem. If f is only continuous then Eq(uo;f )  admits a solution, but the 
uniqueness does not hold, and in general u" is not convergent. It is known from 
Gy6ngy and Pardoux (1993) that the space-time white noise regularizes the problem 
Eq(uo; f) .  Namely, Eq(uo; f + l~) admits a unique solution even if f is only measur- 
able and has the one-sided linear growth condition rf(t, x,r) <~ K(1 + r2), and W is 
a space-time white noise. Our aim is to show that the space-time white noise 
regularizes the above scheme also for every Borel function which verifies the above 
one-sided linear growth condition and is continuous in the time variable t. Actually 
we will consider a more general implicit scheme where Uo and f are replaced re- 
spectively by Uo, and f,  approximating simultaneously Uo and f The convergence 
result is formulated in the next section and its proof is given in Sections 3 and 4. 
Finally we note that the results of the paper hold also when the Dirichlet boundary 
condition is replaced by the Neumann condition. 
2. Formulation of the main result 
Let (f2, ~ ,  P; (~t), ~> o) be a stochastic basis carrying a space-time white noise W, 
which is defined as an application W :~(~+ x [0, 1]) --* L2(f2, ~-,P) satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(i) E[W(A)W(B) ]  = 22(Ac~B), 
(ii) t/t = W([0, t] ×F) is an ~t-Wiener process with variance t21(F), for all 
bounded Borel sets A, B E M(It~+ x [0, 1]) and F ~ ~([0, 1]), where 2d denotes the 
d-dimensional Lebesgue measure. 
We will restrict our analysis to the time interval [0, 1]. Let G be a Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator on L2([0,1]) with kernel g~L2([0,112). We will denote by GW(B,x) ,  
B ~ ~([0, 1]), x ~ [0, 1], the random kernel 
GW(B,x)=fBfjg(x,y)W(dr, dy). 
Consider an ~o-measurable continuous process {Uo(X), x E [0, 1]} vanishing at 
0 and 1. Let f:  [0, 1] z × R --, ~ be a measurable function such that 
rf(t, x, r) <~ K(1 + r 2) 
for every t, x, r and for some constant K > O. 
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We will denote by u = u(t, x), t e [0, 1], x e [0, 1] } the random field which is the 
unique solution (see Gy6ngy and Pardoux, 1993) of the following quasi-linear 
stochastic partial differential equation: 
au (t,x) = t~2u c~2W 
& ~x2(t,x)+f(t,x,u(t,x))+Otc~----~, x  [0,1], 
u(t,0) = u(t, 1) = 0, t ~ [0, 1], 
u(O, x) = Uo(X), x ~ [0,1]. 
We will refer to this equation as Eq(uo;f+ W). 
Consider a sequence {Uo.(X), x e [0, 1] }, n t> 1, of ff0-measurable continuous pro- 
cesses vanishing at zero and one, and a sequence of measurable functions 
f.  : [0, 1] 2 x ~ ~ ~ verifying the following properties: 
(HI) For every ~ > 0 we have 
lim P (\x~to.SUpll luo.(X) - Uo(X)l > e) = o. 
(H2) sup sup sup ]f.(t,x,r)[<oo for every R > 0. 
n x,tE[O, 1] Irl ~ R 
(H3) lira sup ]f~(t,x,r) - f ( t ,x , r ) l  -- 0 for almost all (x,r). 
n re[O, 1] 
For every n/> 1 we construct a random field u" by the following implicit scheme: 
u"(0, x):= Uo.(X), 
. . . . 1 . . . 
u (ti+l,x):= I.u (ti,x) +- l , f . ( t i , x ,u  (ti,x)) (2.1) 
n 
+I.W([t~,t~+l],x), O<~i<~n-1 ,  
where t7 = i/n, 0 <~i <~ n, l . :=( l - (1 /n )A)  -~, A := ~2/t~x2. Notice that for any 
0 <~ s < t <~ 1, I .W([s,t] ,  x) is given by 
l.W([s,t],x):=flf/O.(x,y)W(dr, dy), 
where 9. is the Green function of the Dirichlet problem corresponding to the elliptic 
operator ( I -  (1/n)A). When t e (t~', t~+ x), then we define u"(t,x) by the polygonal 
approximation 
u"(t,x) u"(t'],x) + n(t . . . .  = -- ti)(u ( t i+, ,x ) -  u (ti,x)). 
We will refer to this scheme as Eq.(uo.;f. + IV). 
Theorem 2.1. Assume the hypotheses (H1)-(H3). Then 
/ \ 
lim P{  sup [u"(t,x)-- u(t,x)l > e I = 0, (2.2) 
n \x , t~[O,  1] / 
for every e > 0, where u is the solution of Eq(uo; f + I/V ). 
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Remark 2.2. Suppose that f is continuous in t e [0,1]; then the sequence 
f.(t, x, r) =f ( [ tn] /n ,  x, r) verifies hypotheses (H2) and (H3). Consequently, the conver- 
gence (2.2) holds for the sequence u n given by (2.1) where we replace f. by f  
3. Proof of tightness 
In this section we will show the tightness of the law of the random fields 
{u"(t,x), (t,x) ~ [0, 112}, n ~> 1, constructed by the implicit scheme Eq(uo,;f, + W). 
Proposition 3.1. Suppose f ,  =- 0 and Uo, = O for every n >~ 1. Then for every 0 < ~ < ½ 
there exists a constant K~ such that 
E(lu"(t,x) - u"(s,y)] 2) <~ K~(ls - tl ~/2 + Ix - y]~)2 (3.1) 
for every s, t ~ [0, 1], x, y ~ [0, 1]. 
Proof. We can write 
E(lu"(t,x) - u"(s, y)] 2) <<, 2A + 2B, 
where 
a = E(lun(t,x) - un(s,x)[2), 
B = E(lu"(s,x) - un(s,y)[2). 
By definition of the approximating scheme u" we have 
1 
u"(t,x) = I - -A  - i - l+ JW([ t j _ l ,  tj],x) 
j n 
for every t = t~', 1 ~< i ~< n. This can also be written as 
u"(t, x) = I - -  1 A W (dr, x). 
n 
We will assume that s = t7 < t~ = t. Then A ~< 2A1 + 2A2 with 
1 1 1 W(dr, x) hi =E(  f :{( l__nd)- [ ( t - r )n] -  __(l__nA)-[ts-r)n]-l} 2) 
and 
A2 = E I -  A )  W (dr, x) 
=E(  ~- , ( I _ !A)  t , - , -r , . ,  ,W(dr ,  x) 2). 
Let ~pk(X) = X//2 sin krtx be the orthonormal system in L2([0, 1]) consisting of eigen- 
functions of A satisfying tpk(0) = ~pk(1) = 0. The corresponding eigenvalues are given 
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by ~.k = -- k 2r~2, k/> 1. Then the operator (I - (1/n)A)-~ has the kernel 
k=~( 1 +k2~2)-lq)k(X)tPk(Y) 
and we obtain 
and 
Al ~l~,x,~{(1 +k~2),, ,nl 1 (1 +k~2),,s ,nl 1}2 
I d r ,  
A2 = ~ tpk2(X) 1 + dr,  
k=l  
61 
B = (~Ok(X) -- ~0k(y)) 2 1 + dr. 
k=l  
Step 1: Estimation of A1. Since [a + b] - [b] = [a] -- a for every integer a >/0 and 
any real number b >/0 we can write 
fo ~(~)  ~,,~ {( ~)~,,~,~ }~ A 1 = tpk2(X) 1 + 1 + - 1 dr. k=l  
Furthermore 
fo( ~2:~) -~,,~-~ A1 ~< ~0k2(X) 1 + {exp( -k2~2( t -  s ) ) -  1}2dr 
k=l  
since 
l >>. (l  + k2n2)-tt'-s"l = exp(_ log( l  + k2:2)[(t _ s)n] ) 
>~ exp( - k2x2(t - s)) 
by virtue of log( l  + x) ~< x. Notice that tO2(x) < 2. We can decompose A1 as follows: 
A1 ~<2A 3 +2A4,  
where 
= ~ • + -',t,-,,1-2 \ 
A3 ,<.k<.~/~(fi(1 k2~2) dr),l--e-k2d"-~), 2, 
A4---- ~ 1 + dr (1 -e -k~2" -*~)  2.
k>~--x/~/~ n 
Since log(1 + x) >>. x/2 for x e [0, 1] and 
(1  - e-k2~2tt-s)) 2 ~< n2~k2~lt - sl ~ (3.2) 
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for every 0 ~< ~ ~< 2, we have 
Aa E (1 -- e-k2n2('-s)) 2 e -k2~'dr  
1 <~k<x~/n 
~< 
~2~k2~(t _ s) • 
k=l  
(1  - e -k2~2~) ~< 7~2~-2(t -- S) ~ ~ k 2~-2 
k=l  
<~ b~lt - s[ ~ (3.3) 
for every 0 < ~ < ½, and for some constant b, > 0. By (3.2) if n ~> rt 2 
;( k2~2"~ - 2 [ rn ] -  2 
A4 ~< ~2"[ t - s [ "  Z k2" 1 +--2-- .  / dr 
k ~> x/n /g  
r l  / 
~2"[t -- S[" X 2" 1 + dxdr .  
I~-  1 
Hence by 
A4 
<~ 
changing the variables v = rn, y = xn /x /n  we obtain, provided n ~> (2n) 2, 
for 1 It s]~n ~-1/2 y2~(1 + y2) -2 tv l -2dydv  /'[ 1 /2  
_ o~ -2  dy 1 [t - s ign  ~-1]2  y2, (1  + y2) 
1/2  k = 
e~l t - s l  ~ ~< (3.4) 
for every 0 ~< ~ ~< ½, and for some constant ca. Hence, from (3.3) and (3.4) we get 
A,  <<. c~lt  - s[" (3.5) 
1 for every 0 ~< ~ < ½, with a constant c, > 0, provided n 1> (2~) 2. 
Step 2: Estimation of  Az.  The term A2 can be estimated in the same way as A~. 
Indeed, we have 
Az <. 2A5 + 2A6, 
where 
As = ~ 1 + dr 
1 ~< k <xf~/n  
~ - s  oo " "' 
) ~<n 2~-2 k 2~-z I t - - s [  ~ with0~<e<½ 
\ k= 1 
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and, assuming again n ~> (2n) 2, 
A6 =k>~/~/~f l - s (  1 +k2:2) -2 [ rn l -2dr  
<. 1 + ---T- J  dxdr  
I~-  1 
~ _]_ y2)-2[v]-2 dydv, 
by changing the variables v = rn, y = xn /x /~.  By H61der's inequality we obtain 
A6~<7~N//~ 1  1/2 (1 + y2)-2[v]-2 dy)  dr )  
~< -1 tx/T-~-- s (  ~o (4)4k)  1 /2~ ( f~ (1 + y2) -2  dy)l/2 . 
k 1/2 
Consequently, 
A 2 <~ c2l t - sl s, (3.6) 
2 for every 0 ~< c~ < ½ with some constant ca > 0 and assuming n >t (2r0 2. 
Step 3: Estimation of  B. Notice first that 
Iq~k(X) -- q~k(y)l 2 ~< 8k~t~lx - yl ~ 
for every 0 <~ ~ ~< 2. Hence 
B<~(k~=lk~f : (1  +knr t2) -2 t " l -2dr )Zn ' lx -y [ ' ,  
and by the same arguments as in Step 1 we obtain 
B <~ d~lx  - yl  ~ (3.7) 
for every 0 ~< ct < 1 with some constant d~ > 0, and provided n >~ (2r0 2. 
Note that inequality (3.1) holds trivially for a fixed value of n. 
We have shown inequality (3.1) for every x,y  E [0, 1] and s, t e {tT,0 ~< i ~< n}. 
Consider now the case s, t e [tT, tT+ 1 ] for some i. Then 
E(lu"(t, x) - un(s, x)] 2) = n2(t -- s)2E(] u"(tT, x) - u"(tT+ 1, x)l 2) 
<<. K~n2-~lt  - sl 2 <<. K~lt - st s, 
n n for every 0 ~< a < ½. In the general case t~' ~< s < tT+ 1 ~< tj <<. t < tj+ 1 we get 
E( lu°(t ,x)  - u~(s,x)l 2) 
<~ 3{ E(lu~(t,x) - u"(ty, x)l 2) + E(lu"(tT,x) - u~(tT+ l,X)l ~) 
4- E(lun(tT+ 1,x) - u~(s,x)12) } 
<. 3K~( l t -  tTI ~ + ItT+, - tTI ~ + It~'+~ - sl s ) 
<~ 9K~lt  - sl s 
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n n for 0 ~< a < ½, x ~ [0, 1]. Similarly for tl ~< s < ti+l, x ~ [0, 1] we have 
E(lu"(s,x) -- u"(s, y)l 2) <~ 2E(lun(t~,x) - -  un( tn ,  y){ 2) 
+ 2n2(s t~)EE(lu.(t~+l,x) un(t~+x,y) n n - -  - -  - -  U ( t i , x )  "4- u'(tT,y)l 2) 
~< 10K~lx -  yl ~- 
The proof of the proposit ion is now complete. []  
Proposition 3.2. Let Uo. be a sequence of functions on C ( [ O, 1]), vanishing at 0 and 1 and 
converging uniformly to Uo. Let Vo.(t, x) be defined by 
Vo,(t,x) = ( I  - ! A)- ln ' l -  l uo,(X ) (3.8) 
for  t = tT, and 
Vo.(t,x) Von(ti,x ) + n(t -- . . n = n ti)(Vo.(ti+l,x) -- Vo.(ti,x)) 
for t e [tT, t~+ 1]. Then Vo. converges uniformly in [0, 1] x [0, 1] to the function 
f2 Vo(t,x) = G,(x, y)uo(y)dy ---- (rtuo)(X), 
where Tt = e tn and Gt is the kernel of the operator Tt. 
Proof. For  every e > 0 there exists t~o e C([0, 1]) with tlo(0) = ao(1) = 0 such that 
II rio - non II o~ < ~ for n > N(e) 
go 
I(~o, e~){ < oo, 
k=l  
where ( . , ' )  denotes the scalar product in L2([O, 1]). 
Indeed, we have 
lira I - ~ A Uo - Uo = O. 
N~oo 
Hence for rio = (I - (1 /N)A)  -1 Uo we have 
II rio - Uo. II ~ ~< H ~o - uo  II ~ + II Uo - Uo .  H ~ < 
if N and n are large enough. Moreover, 
I(fio, ~Pk)l = 1 + I(Uo, ~Pk)l 
k=l  k=l  
< v/2  IlUo rl~ 1 + <o0.  
k=l  
and 
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We can write 
C := sup Ivo.(t,x) - Vo(t,x)l 
x,t¢[O, 1] 
= C 1 + C2. 
We have 
Cl ~ C3 -[- C 4 + C 5 , 
where 
Ca := sup 
t~[o,1] 
C4 := sup 
tE[O, 1] 
C5 := sup  
t~[o, 1] 
sup Vo(t,x)-Vo (~-~,  x )  
x, tE[O, 1] 
1 "X - tnq- i
I - -  - A )  (UOn - -  rio) , 
n 0o 
II 7", ao - T, Uo II ~. 
Note that the term C4 is bounded by 
C4 <% k ~ ( k Z : 2 )  - t " ' l - l -e -k2~t"q / " l (~° '= 1 ,~to,SUpll 1 + CPk'I 
and this converges to zero as n -+ ov by Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, 
because EL1 t(ao, ~)1 < ~.  Note also that for n and N large enough 
C3 ~< Iq Uo.  - ao II o~ < 
and 
C5 ~< II ~o - Uo II ~ < 
since 
and 
for every t# ~ C([0, 1]) such that tp(0) -- tp(1) = 0. Finally 
lira sup C ~< 3e + lim sup sup II T~uo - Uo II o~ = 3e 
n~oo n~oo O<~s<~l/n 
and letting ~ J, 0 we can finish the proof. []  
Propos i t ion  3.3. Let {f, ,  n ~ 1} be a sequence of measurable functions 
fn:  1-0, 112× ~ ~ 1~ which are bounded uniformly in n. Let Uo, be a sequence of ~o- 
measurable continuous processes vanishing at zero and one and converging uniformly to 
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Uo. Suppose that {u.,n >1 1} is the sequence of processes defined by the scheme 
Eq.(uo.; f .  + W ). Then the laws of u. are tight on C([0, 1] x [0, 1]). 
Proof. Define a new measure Q. by dQ. /dP  = L. where 
L.=exp(- f/ f/ f.(u")(s,x)W(ds, dx)-  f/ f/ f:(u")(s,x)dsdx). 
Here f.(u")(s, x) denotes the adapted process 
n- - ,  
f . (  tT, x, u"( t T, x) ) lt,,, ,,+ ,~ (s) . 
i=0  
Because of the uniform boundedness of f .  we have E(L . )= 1 and moreover 
E(L~) <~ C(a) for any a e ~. By the Girsanov theorem, under the measure Q., 
ff,'(A) = fAf.(u")(s,x)dsdx + W(A) ,  A ~ ~([0,  112), 
is a space-time white noise. Consequently the law of u" under Q. coincides with the 
law of v" (constructed by the scheme Eq,,(Uo,,; W)). On the other hand, v" - go,, go, is 
defined in (3.8), verifies the scheme Eq,(0; I/V ). Hence, using Proposition 3.1 we obtain 
E([(u" - Vo.)(t,x) - (u" - Vo.)(s, y)l p) 
-- Ee.(l(v" - Vo.)(t,x) - (v"  -Vo . ) (s ,y ) l "L2  ~) 
< (Ee.(l(v" - Vo.)(t,x) - (v" - Von)(s,y)12))l/Z(E(L23)) 1/2 
<~ K(p, ct)P(It - sl" + Ix - y12~) p 
for any n/> 1, p > 1, 0 < e < ¼, s, t, x, y e [0, 1]. Taking into account Proposition 3.2 
this implies the tightness of the laws of u ~. [] 
4. Proof of Theorem 2.1 
We begin this section with two technical lemmas which are the main ingredients in 
the proof of the convergence of the implicit approximation scheme. 
Lemma 4.1. Let u" be a sequence of processes constructed by the scheme 
Eq,(uo; h + VV ), where h:[O, 1] 2 × ~ ~ [~ iS a measurable and bounded function, and Uo 
is an ~o-measurable process in C([O, 1]) vanishing at zero and one. Then for every 
E > O, p > 1 there exist some constants K(e, p) (depending also on h) and N(e) such that 
E(f' fl- gts, 
< f] f g (s,x,r)drdxds)'" (4.1) 
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for any measurable function O:[0,1]2xR ~R+ and for all n > N(e), where 
~c.(s) := [sn]/n. 
Moreover if for a subsequence {n(k), k/> 1 } the random fields u"tk)(x.tk~(S), X) converge 
dP® ds ® dx a.e. to a random field u, then this estimate holds also for u(s, x) in place of 
Proof. Let /~ denote the expectation with respect to the measure defined by 
dP/dP = ?(h) where 
,(h)=exp(- dx) 
; f/ 
Then by H61der's inequality 
E(f  
<<, E 9P(s,x,v"(~.(s),x))dxds (E(7(h)-t/~P-1))) ~-x)/p, (4.2) 
where v"(t, x) is the random field constructed by the scheme Eq.(uo; W). It holds that 
v"(t, x) = z"(t, x) + y"(t, x), 
where 
( ) - t .q-1 
z"(t,x) := I _  _1 A Uo(X) 
n 
is independent of y", and 
y.(t,x)= f~"") ( l _ !  d)-'t'""'-s)"'-iW(ds, dx). 
The random field y"(t, x) is Gaussian with variance 
Cr2(t,x) = q~k(X) 2 1 + ds  
k=l  
~> 2 sinZ(~x) 
~2 (1 - e -~""~2) 
~> - sin2 (~x) t-- >~6(e), 
e 
for n > 2/e, where 
inf inf inf 2sin2(xx)(t-- l-~>O, 6(e) := 
n>2/ex~[e,l-e] t~[e,l] e \ n/ 
for every e > O. 
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Consequently v"(t,x) has a density p.(t,x; r) for every t e [e, 1], x e [e, 1 -  e], 
n > 2/e such that 
L(e) := sup sup sup supp,(t, x; r) < 
n> 2/e t~[e, 1] x~[e,l-e] r~  
for every e > 0. Therefore, from (4.2) we obtain 
E( fX  f~-~g(s,x,u"(~.(s) ,x))dxds)  
<~M(p)L(e)(f) f -~ f O"(s,x,r)drdxds) "~ 
for n > 2/e, where 
M(p) := sup (E(y(h) lm -P)))tP- ~)/P < ~ . 
n 
This completes the proof of the lemma. [] 
Let f , f , :  [0, 1] / x N ~ N be measurable functions and let (u"(t, x)). >~  be a sequence 
of random fields such that: 
(A) lim, sup,~to, ll ]f.(t,x,r) - f ( t ,x , r ) l  = 0, dx ® dr a.e. 
(B) f .  is bounded uniformly in n. 
(C) u"(t, x) converges almost surely to a random field u(t, x), uniformly in t e [0, 1], 
for every x e [0, 1]. 
Lemma 4.2. Assume (A)-(C). Then for every e > 0 
F. := E I f.(~c.(s), x, u"(x.(s), x)) - f ( s ,  x, u(s, x))l dx ds --* 0 
fo r  n ---* oo. 
Proof. Let ~k(z) be a nonnegative C° function supported by [ -1 ,1 ]  such that 
~k(0) = 1 and ~k(z) ~ 1 for every z ~ ~. Let ftk) be a sequence of uniformly bounded 
functions converging to f for almost all (s,x,r) ~ [0, 1] 2 x E. 
Define ~"R(t,x):= O(u"(x.(t),x)/R), ~R(t,x):= ~(u(t,x)/R). Then we can make the 
following estimation: 
5 
F. ~< ~ F~ j), (4.3) 
j= l  
where 
en (1) := E (1 -- ¢~(S, X))I f.(~C.(S), X, U"(X.(S), X)) 
-- f (s, X, U(S, X))I dx "ds~ 
/ 
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<~ KE(f~ f~-~(1- ~"R(s,x))dxds), 
F~ z) := E ~l(s, x) l f.(x.(s), x, u"(x.(s), x)) 
- fOG(s), x, u"(x.(s), x)) I dx ds) 
~ K(e,p)(f' f,l-~ f~R lf. -f,"(~.(s),x,r)drdxds)l/P, 
F~ a~ := E ~ (s, x) l( f -  f~k))(K. (S), X, U" (~C.(S), X))I dx ds 
<~ K(e,p [ f  - f(k)]P(~,(s),x,r)drdxds , 
-R  
F. ~4) := E I f(k)(r.(s), x, U"(~:.(s), x)) --f~k)(s, X, U(S, X))] dx ds , 
. := E ~(s ,x ) l f - f~k) l ( s ,x ,u (s ,x ) )dxds  
<<. K(e,p) [ f  - fCk)lp(s,x,r)drdxds ) , 
by obvious estimates and by Lemma 4.1. Note that 
limsup r ,  <<. KE (1 - CR(s,x))dxds, 
n~oo 
l imsupF,  t j )=0  for j - -2 ,3 ,4 .  
n--+ oo 
Hence letting first n ~ ~,  then k ~ oo and finally R ~ oo on both sides of the equality 
(4.3) we finish the proof of this lemma. [] 
Now we can proceed with the proof of Theorem 2.1. Assume first that the sequence 
of functions {f,} is bounded uniformly in n. Then by Proposition 3.3 the laws ofu" are 
tight on C([0, 1] x [0, 1]). Hence by Skorohod's theorem there exists a probability 
space (O, •, P) carrying a sequence of continuous random fields 
(t~*, ti*, W*) = { (t~*, a*, W*)(t, x), (t, x) e [0, 1] z }, 
k/> 1, and an increasing sequence of integers 1 ~< n(k)T oo, such that: 
(i) The sequence (~*,~k, W k) converges almost surely in C([0, 1] z) as k ~ c~ to 
a random field (fi, t~, if' ). 
(ii) For every k the laws of (fik, ak, wk)  and (u"tk),u, W)  coincide, where u "~*~ is 
constructed by the scheme Eq.¢k)(Uo.(k); f.tk) +Ii¢), U is the solution of Eq(uo; f + W) 
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and W is the Brownian sheet defined by 
W(t,x) = W([0, t] x [0,x]), (t,x) e [0, 1] 2. 
Hence ~k can be constructed by the scheme Eq,(k)(~k(o);f.(k) + if'k) and ok is the 
solution of Eq(~k(O);f+ FVk). Consequently for every 0 < e ~< t ~< 1 and 
¢ e C~((0, 1)) we obtain 
] flk(t, x)~(x)dx 
foX = uk(e(k),x)qb(x)dx + (t k K,(k)(S) +-~) ,  X dp"(x) 
(k) 
+ f,(k)(X.(k)(S), X, ftk(x,(k)(S), X) )¢(X)) dx ds 
;f/ + ~(x)Wk(ds, dx) + MR(t) (4.4) (k) 
and 
~ ot(t, x) C(x) dx 
= f/ ak(~,x)O(x)dx + f' f/ (a*(s,x)C"(x) + f(s,x, ak(s,x))C(x))dxds 
;£ + ¢(x)Wk(ds, dx), 
where e(k) = X,(k)(e) and 
Mk(t) := n(k)(t t(k)) (t(k)+ l/"(k' f~ -- ¢(x) Wk(ds, dx) 
J t(k) 
;'f/ -- ¢(x) Wk(ds, dx), 
(k) 
with t(k) = X.tk)(t). It is easy to check that for k --, oo 
;f/ sup IM (t)l --0, sup dx)- W(t,x) 
O~<t~<l e<~t<~l 
(4.5) 
in probability for every e > 0. Then letting first k ~ oo and then e ~ 0 in (4.4) and in 
(4.5) we obtain, using Lemma 4.2, that t7 and t~ solve Eq(uo; f + I/¢). Consequently, a.s. 
~(t,x) = ~(t,x) for all (t,x) e [0,1] 2, by the pathwise uniqueness of the solutions. 
Hence we get that for n --* oo the law of (u",u) converges weakly in C([0, 112; ~2) to 
the law of (t~, ti), which is concentrated on the diagonal 
D := {(y,z) e C([O, 112; RE): y(t,x) = z(t,x)}. 
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Thus for every bounded continuous functional 
~b:C(E0,1]2;R 2) -* R 
we get 
lim E~b(u", u) ~ E~b(~, t~). 
In particular, 
E( sup [u"(t,x)-u(t,x)[ A 1~ lim 
n~oo \ t ,x~[O,1]  / 
= E(\t,x~Eo,SUp 1, ]~I(~'X) -- U(t'x)] A1) -~- 0' 
71 
i.e. for n ~ oo 
sup lu"(t,x)- u(t,x)l ~0 
t,x~[O, 1] 
in probability, which completes the proof when f. is bounded uniformly in n. 
In the general case we adopt a truncation argument from Gy6ngy and Krylov 
(1980). We define the stopping times 
or:=inf{t~>O:x~[o.SUplllu(t,x),>-R-1}A1, 
z~:=inf{ t~>0: x~[o.SUpll ,u'(t,x)-u(t,x). >~e}, 
"C~:=6R Az ~, 
and a family of functions f., R defined by 
f.,~(s,x,r) :=f,(s,x, (-R) V r A R), 
fg(s,x,r) :=f(s,x, (--R) A r V R), 
for every R ~> 1, ~ > O. Then u" and u solve Eq.(uo.;f..R + I~) and Eq(uo;fR + I~), 
respectively, on the time interval [0, z~]. Hence 
lim P (sup  ,u"(t,x)-u(t,x)[ >~ ) 
=l im PCsup [u"(t,x)-u(t,x)[>>. e)=O.  
Hence we can finish the proof by letting R ~ oo and noting that zR $1 for almost 
every co ~ ~2. [] 
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